FORUM for alternative belfast
disconnected city

created mainly by infrastructure
Ron Wiener lived in Belfast in the early 70s. He documented the redevelopment of the Shankill as a result of the BUM (Belfast Urban Motorway / Westlink). Never has the humour of an acronym belied the pain of its implementation.

In 1975 he published the provocatively titled The Rape and Plunder of the Shankill which remains a key text to understanding the city to this day.

Ron will show slides from his time here and an open discussion panel will follow.

Light snacks served.
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shared spaces?
LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS
Using Public Space
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ARKITEKTENS FORLAG
the strategic problem for North Belfast
Making ‘Six Links’
to stitch the city together again
And renew secondary routes
a city repair...
A strategic plan that creates value where little currently exists
Delivery model (through fragmented governance)

Social Model